
 
 

Middle School Math 6 - 8 Learning Opportunities 

Activities to Support Instruction During Extended School Closures  
The purpose of this document is to provide an overview of suggested activities available to 
students within Chesapeake Public Schools.  These suggestions can be used by families to support 
the continuity of education. The learning experiences developed and provided will give students 
opportunities to go deeper into concepts, ideas, and skills independently. These activities do not 
require copies or additional supplies. 

 

Skills:  
● I can recognize and represent patterns with whole number exponents and perfect squares. 

Online: 
Warm Up: 

● Visit the following website to play a game that involves perfect squares - 
https://www.mathgames.com/skill/8.6-square-roots-of-perfect-squares 

 
Focused Instruction: 

● Watch the following Instructional Video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B-Sfvry_h3Q 
 
Reflection: Write a one paragraph explanation.  

● What is a square root and a perfect square?  

Offline: 
Using what you know about exponents, perfect squares and square roots, on a separate piece of paper copy and 
complete the table below through .202  

 

If Then Then 

 x 1 12 = 1 = 1    √1 = 1  − √1 =  − 1  

 x 2 22 = 2 = 4   2 √4 =    − √4 =  − 2  

 x 3 32 = 3 = 9   √9 = 3   − √9 =  − 3  

 x 4 642 = 4 = 1    

 x 5 552 = 5 = 2    

 x 6 662 = 6 = 3    

__through 202 =    

 

 

https://www.mathgames.com/skill/8.6-square-roots-of-perfect-squares
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B-Sfvry_h3Q


   

Skills:  
● I can identify and describe the absolute value of integers. 

Online: 
Warm Up: 

● Watch the following instructional video on Absolute Value - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CARkStA-QSc 
 

Focused Instruction: 
● Visit https://student.desmos.com/ to complete an interactive lesson that covers absolute value. Use the code 

8JT 42T. 
Reflection: 

● How would you define absolute value in your own words? 
● Give a real life application of absolute value? 
● Explain why |-7|=7?  

 
Challenge question: 

● Does -|7|=|-7|? Explain why or why not. Hint, remember to apply the order of operations. Treat || like ().  

Offline: 
Absolute value of a number is its distance from one number to another number on a number line. Distance is a 
measurement that tells you how far you have gone from one point to another.  Absolute value is always a positive 
number because it is the distance from one point to another, no matter the direction. 

 

Project Based Learning Activity: 
● You are to create a video, cartoon strip or dance about absolute value. I have provided an example for you.  

● Example: Kayla is walking to her friend’s house which is 4 blocks from the bus stop, after walking 2 
blocks she realized she dropped her phone, so she has to go back 1 block, finds her phone and 
continues to her friend’s house.  How many blocks total did she walk? She walked |2| +|- 1| + |3|= 6 
blocks total.  

● Now it is your turn to come up with your own example, BE CREATIVE!!! 

Skills:  
● I can represent relationships between quantities using ratios, and will use appropriate notations, such as , a to 

b, and a:b. 

Online: 
● Below are links to online lessons in the form of videos and notes for students’ review.  Each offers an 

opportunity for students to apply their understanding of ratios through games, activities and/or practice 
questions. 

Topic Site Website 

Intro To Ratios Khan Academy https://www.khanacademy.org/math/pre-algebra/pre-algebra-ratios-rates/
pre-algebra-ratios-intro/v/ratios-intro 

Practice with Math is Fun https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/ratio.html 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CARkStA-QSc
https://student.desmos.com/
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/pre-algebra/pre-algebra-ratios-rates/pre-algebra-ratios-intro/v/ratios-intro
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/pre-algebra/pre-algebra-ratios-rates/pre-algebra-ratios-intro/v/ratios-intro
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/pre-algebra/pre-algebra-ratios-rates/pre-algebra-ratios-intro/v/ratios-intro
https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/ratio.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/ratio.html


   

Ratios 

Ratio Blaster Math Playground https://www.mathplayground.com/ASB_RatioBlaster.html 

Ratios TikTok https://vm.tiktok.com/sphUjS/ 

 

Offline: 
Warm up: 
                        A ratio is a comparison of any two quantities. It can be written three ways. 

                       2: 3 2 to 3 ⅔ 
Focused Instruction: 

1. The basketball team has 18 players. Six of the players are in 7th grade and 10 of the players are in eighth grade. 
What is the ratio of 7th graders to the total number of players? Write your ratio three ways. 

2. John looked out the window and saw 10 bikes parked outside his house. Of these, he noticed 4 were red, 5 
were black, and 1 was a yellow bike. What is the ratio of bikes that are not red to the total number of bikes? 

3. What is the ratio of circles to all shapes? Write the ratio three ways in simplest form.  

                                      
4. Take a good look around your house.  Notice those items that you have more than one of.  For example--3 

oranges, 8 forks, 7 apples, 18 puzzles, etc.  Write a ratio for those items comparing them to each other, to all 
items, and to other items.  Make sure you simplify those ratios!  Next, make 5 equivalent ratios for those as 
well. 

Reflection: Choose at least one question and journal your response.  

● Describe a real-life situation in which you have seen ratios used. 
● What are the three ways to write a ratio? Give an example of each.  
● Using a Venn diagram or writing three sentences, explain how fractions and ratios are similar and different.  

Skills:  
Grades 6 - 8:   

● I can compare rational numbers expressed as integers, fractions, decimals and percents.  
● I can order rational numbers expressed as integers, fractions, decimals, and percents.  

Grades 7 - 8:  
● I can convert a number greater than zero into a decimal and write it in scientific notation. 

Grade 8:  
● I can compare and order real numbers in ascending or descending order. 

Online: 
Warm up:  

● Why are fractions, decimals, and percents important? Answer the following question and list two ways you 
apply fractions to your everyday life, 2 ways you use decimals in your everyday life, and list 2 ways you use or 
have seen a percent used in your everyday life. 

● Visit https://student.desmos.com/ to complete an interactive lesson that involves ordering fractions decimals 
and percents on a number line. Use the code DSB 2VV. 

Focused Instruction: 

Topic Site Website 

Converting Fractions to 
Decimals 

Khan Academy https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=fractions+to+decimals+kha
n&view=detail&mid=47824FD027E2587DFB6F47824FD027E2587DF
B6F&FORM=VIRE 

https://www.mathplayground.com/ASB_RatioBlaster.html
https://www.mathplayground.com/ASB_RatioBlaster.html
https://vm.tiktok.com/sphUjS/
https://vm.tiktok.com/sphUjS/
https://student.desmos.com/
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=fractions+to+decimals+khan&view=detail&mid=47824FD027E2587DFB6F47824FD027E2587DFB6F&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=fractions+to+decimals+khan&view=detail&mid=47824FD027E2587DFB6F47824FD027E2587DFB6F&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=fractions+to+decimals+khan&view=detail&mid=47824FD027E2587DFB6F47824FD027E2587DFB6F&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=fractions+to+decimals+khan&view=detail&mid=47824FD027E2587DFB6F47824FD027E2587DFB6F&FORM=VIRE


   

Converting Fractions to 
Percents 

Virtual Nerd https://virtualnerd.com/middle-math/ratios-proportions-percent/p
ercents-decimals-fractions/fraction-to-percent-conversion 

Fraction, Decimal, 
Percent Grid 

Bing  https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=fraction+decimal+percent+
grid&view=detail&mid=76F2A39CDAAB622E5BC776F2A39CDAAB62
2E5BC7&FORM=VIRE 

Converting Decimal to 
Percent 

Virtual Nerd  https://virtualnerd.com/middle-math/ratios-proportions-percent/p
ercents-decimals-fractions/decimal-to-percent-conversion 

 

Student Activity: 

Topic Site Website 

Fraction, Decimal, 
Percent Matching 

Desmos  https://student.desmos.com/?prepopulateCode=qt2yz5 

Fraction,  Decimal and 
Percent Jeopardy 

Math Playground https://www.math-play.com/Changing-Fractions-and-Decimals-to-P
ercents/changing-fractions-and-decimals-to-percents-millionaire-ga
me_html5.html 

 
Differentiated Instruction:  
(Grade 8) 

Below are links to online lessons in the form of videos and notes for students’ review. Each offers an opportunity for 
students to apply their understanding of comparing and ordering real numbers through games, activities and/or 
practice questions. 

Topic Site Website 

Comparing and Ordering 
Real Numbers 

YouTube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dbxYq4hqFQ0 

Order Rational Numbers Khan Academy https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-seventh-grade-math/cc-7
th-fractions-decimals/cc-7th-add-sub-rational-numbers/e/compari
ng-rational-numbers 

Comparing and Ordering 
Real Numbers 

Quizizz https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5c89bf62323742001ce31625/com
paring-and-ordering-real-numbers 

 

https://virtualnerd.com/middle-math/ratios-proportions-percent/percents-decimals-fractions/fraction-to-percent-conversion
https://virtualnerd.com/middle-math/ratios-proportions-percent/percents-decimals-fractions/fraction-to-percent-conversion
https://virtualnerd.com/middle-math/ratios-proportions-percent/percents-decimals-fractions/fraction-to-percent-conversion
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=fraction+decimal+percent+grid&view=detail&mid=76F2A39CDAAB622E5BC776F2A39CDAAB622E5BC7&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=fraction+decimal+percent+grid&view=detail&mid=76F2A39CDAAB622E5BC776F2A39CDAAB622E5BC7&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=fraction+decimal+percent+grid&view=detail&mid=76F2A39CDAAB622E5BC776F2A39CDAAB622E5BC7&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=fraction+decimal+percent+grid&view=detail&mid=76F2A39CDAAB622E5BC776F2A39CDAAB622E5BC7&FORM=VIRE
https://virtualnerd.com/middle-math/ratios-proportions-percent/percents-decimals-fractions/decimal-to-percent-conversion
https://virtualnerd.com/middle-math/ratios-proportions-percent/percents-decimals-fractions/decimal-to-percent-conversion
https://virtualnerd.com/middle-math/ratios-proportions-percent/percents-decimals-fractions/decimal-to-percent-conversion
https://student.desmos.com/?prepopulateCode=qt2yz5
https://student.desmos.com/?prepopulateCode=qt2yz5
https://www.math-play.com/Changing-Fractions-and-Decimals-to-Percents/changing-fractions-and-decimals-to-percents-millionaire-game_html5.html
https://www.math-play.com/Changing-Fractions-and-Decimals-to-Percents/changing-fractions-and-decimals-to-percents-millionaire-game_html5.html
https://www.math-play.com/Changing-Fractions-and-Decimals-to-Percents/changing-fractions-and-decimals-to-percents-millionaire-game_html5.html
https://www.math-play.com/Changing-Fractions-and-Decimals-to-Percents/changing-fractions-and-decimals-to-percents-millionaire-game_html5.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dbxYq4hqFQ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dbxYq4hqFQ0
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-seventh-grade-math/cc-7th-fractions-decimals/cc-7th-add-sub-rational-numbers/e/comparing-rational-numbers
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-seventh-grade-math/cc-7th-fractions-decimals/cc-7th-add-sub-rational-numbers/e/comparing-rational-numbers
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-seventh-grade-math/cc-7th-fractions-decimals/cc-7th-add-sub-rational-numbers/e/comparing-rational-numbers
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-seventh-grade-math/cc-7th-fractions-decimals/cc-7th-add-sub-rational-numbers/e/comparing-rational-numbers
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5c89bf62323742001ce31625/comparing-and-ordering-real-numbers
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5c89bf62323742001ce31625/comparing-and-ordering-real-numbers
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5c89bf62323742001ce31625/comparing-and-ordering-real-numbers


   

Offline:  Select at least one option below. 
Option 1 - Here is something we can do while sitting at our home or porch and watching outside.  Let’s look outside 
(either a street or a parking lot) and count all the cars and trucks we see for 20 minutes.  While counting the cars and 
trucks, record the color and type of each vehicle.  Here is an example table for you to start.  Populate this table with 
your own observations. 

Vehicle Color Color count Fraction Decimal Percentage 

Blue         

White         

Silver         

Other         

Total         

 Once you have recorded all the vehicles you observed, complete the following questions or activities. 
1. Write down the fraction of each colored vehicle in the simplest form. For example, if your total is 25 and you 

observed 3 blue cars, the fraction for blue cars is 3/25. 
2. Convert all fractions you recorded into decimals. (No calculators please) 
3. Make a number line and put all those numbers on the number line. Explain what the numbers you put on the 

number line actually represent by writing a summary or drawing a picture. 
4. Put your numbers in ascending order. (Hint: Use the number line you just created)  

Differentiated Instruction: 
(Grades 7-8) In addition to questions 1-4, answer questions 5 and 6. 

 



   

5. In 2019 about 3,791,000 black cars were sold. Write that number using scientific notation. Tip: Scientific 
notation is the way that scientists easily handle very large numbers or very small numbers. For example, instead 
of writing 0.0000000056, we write 5.6 x 10-9  

6. Divide your counted black cars by 3,791,000. That is the fraction of black cars you have observed. Write that 
number in scientific notation. 

Reflection:  
● How does the car color data you collected compare to the chart above? 

Option 2 - Here is something we can do while sitting at our home. Let’s count all the commercials interrupting your 
television show (whatever you are watching including your favorite YouTube videos). Count those commercials during 2 
shows (or at least 60 min) and record them into the list below. 

Pay special attention to categories of the commercials. Record them under their specific category.  

Commercial Category Commercial Count Fraction Decimal Percentage 

Food        

Cars         

Clothing/Accessories         

Gaming         

TV Shows/Movies         

Other         

Total         

Once you have recorded all the commercials you have observed, answer the following questions. 
1.  Add the commercial counts. Write down the fraction of each category of commercials you have counted in the 

simplest form. For example, if your total is 25 and you have seen 3 car commercials, the fraction for car 
commercials is 3/25. 

2. Convert all those fractions you recorded into decimals and percentages and fill the table. (No calculators 
please) 

3. Make a number line and put all those numbers on the number line. Identify what do those numbers you put on 
the number line actually represent with writing or drawing a picture. Color if you like. Be creative with your 
number line. 

4. Put your numbers in ascending order. (Hint: Use the number line you just created) 
Differentiated Instruction: 
(Grades 7-8) In addition to questions 1-4, answer questions 5 and 6. 

5. In 2018, T.V. commercials in the United States generated about $17,561,400,000 in revenue. Write that number 
using scientific notation.  Tip: Scientific notation is the way that scientists easily handle very large numbers or 
very small numbers. For example, instead of writing 0.0000000056, we write 5.6 x 10-9 

6. Based on data provided by Adage, a 30-second spot broadcast nationally averages around $115,000 in 2019. 
What is the fraction of this cost compared to overall revenue of $17,561,400,000? Can you write that fraction in 
decimals and in scientific notation? 



   

Reflection:  
● Explain your work and findings to another person (to a friend or a family member) either face to face or create 

a video to share at a later time. 
Option 3 -  Stay-At-Home Scavenger Hunt - Today you will go on a scavenger hunt around your house to find items that 
have fractions, decimals, and percent in real life.  You will go to several rooms in your house to find each item before 
then converting all numbers to decimals. 

Kitchen: 

1. Find any food item, look at the food label and select a percent listed.  What is this percentage expressed as a 
decimal? ________ 

2. Using the same food item, pick a second percentage from the label.  Take this percent and change it to a 
decimal.  What is the decimal?   ________ 

3. Look through your kitchen and try to find something with a fraction.  Hint- look for measuring cups or serving 
sizes of food.  Now express this fraction as a decimal.  ________ 

4. Look through your kitchen and try to find an item with a decimal.  This might be on food labels or serving size 
or price of the item. ___________ 

5. Now using the decimal form from all the items, put them in ascending order: 
____________________________________________________________ 

Bathroom: 
1. Find any tube of toothpaste.  How many fl. oz. are in the toothpaste?          __________ 
2. Change one of the percentages listed on the back to a decimal.   ________ 
3. Change a second percentage on the toothpaste to a decimal.   ________ 
4. Find two other bathroom items that have fl. oz.  Put the smaller number on top and bigger on bottom to 

create a fraction. Now divide the two numbers: what is your decimal?   ______ 
5. Now list all bathroom items in decimal form in descending order:  

___________________________________________________________ 

Bedroom: 

1. Find an item of clothing that has a percent on the tag listing the fabric of the clothing item.  What is the first 
percentage changed to a decimal?  ________ 

2. Find deodorant and look on the back for percentages.   What is the first percentage expressed as a decimal? 
________ 

3. Now count the number of bright colored shirts and the number of regular colored shirts you have.  Use the 
smaller number as the numerator and bigger number as the denominator to create a fraction.  Now divide 
the two numbers to find the decimal form.  ________ 

4. Now using the decimal form from all bedroom items order them in descending order: 
____________________________________________________________ 

Use the information you have collected in the Scavenger Hunt to answer the following questions on fractions, decimals, 
and percent. 

1. Find the largest number from each category.    Kitchen:______Bathroom: ______Bedroom:  ______   Now order 
these numbers in ascending order   ___________________________________________ 

 2.  Find the smallest number from each category.  Kitchen:______Bathroom: ______  Bedroom:  ____ 
      Now order these numbers in descending order   ______________________________________ 

Differentiated Instruction: 
(Grades 7-8) In addition to questions 1 and 2, answer questions 3 and 4. 

3.  Find the largest number from each category.  Kitchen:______Bathroom: ______Bedroom:  ______  
Take these three numbers and multiply them together.  What did you get? _______________________ 

 4.  Rewrite your answer for question 3 in scientific notation.   _____________________________   



   

(Grades 7-8)  
Part II:  Use the chart provided below to answer the following questions on scientific notation. 

  State Population Chart 

California - 39,512.223 Pennsylvania - 12,801,989 

Florida - 21,411,737 North Carolina - 10,448,084 

Texas - 28,995,881 Virginia - 8,535,519 

Illinois - 12,671,821 New York - 19,453,561 

1. Everyone in the state of California is buying toothpaste.  If the cost of toothpaste is $3.55, how much would it 
cost for everyone in California to buy it?  $____________________ 
Rewrite your answer in  scientific notation.      _______________________________ 

2. Combine the populations of both Texas and Florida.  Using this new amount, everyone in these states is going 
to buy milk. If the price of milk is $2.65, how much will these two states combine to spend on milk? 

 $ ____________________ 
Rewrite your answer in scientific notation.        ______________________________  

3. Half the population of New York is going to buy pasta sauce. If the price of pasta sauce is $2.15, how much will 
be spent for half the population to buy pasta sauce? $_____________________ 
 Rewrite your answer in scientific notation.        ______________________________ 

4. Everyone in the state of Pennsylvania is buying toothpaste.  If the cost of toothpaste is $3.55 how much would 
it cost for everyone to buy it?                      $____________________ 
Rewrite your answer in scientific notation.        ______________________________  

5. Combine the populations of both Illinois and North Carolina.  Using this new amount everyone in these states is 
going to buy milk. If the price of milk is $2.65, how much will these two states combine to spend on milk? 

 $ ____________________ 
Rewrite your answer in scientific notation.        ______________________________ 

6.   Half the population of Virginia is going to buy pasta sauce. If the price of pasta sauce is $2.15.  How much will be 
spent for half the population to buy pasta sauce $_______________  
Rewrite your answer in scientific notation.        ______________________________  

Option 4 - In two minutes, shoot and make as many basketball baskets as possible. Record the data. You can express 
the data as a fraction, decimal, and percent. 

Materials needed:  
● Scrap paper to make into a ball, trash can, paper to record shots and made baskets. 

Directions: 

1. Make a fraction of the number of shots made to the total number of shots taken. Convert to a decimal and 
percent. 

2. Make a fraction of the number or shots made to the number of shots missed. Convert to a decimal and percent. 
3. Make a fraction of the number of shots missed to the total number of shots taken. Convert to a decimal and 

percent. 
●  Supporting Materials if applicable:  



   

 

 

 
 

Skills:  
● I can classify numbers using the Real Number System (8th grade only). 



   

Online: 
Below are links to online lessons in the form of videos and notes for students’ review. Each offers an opportunity for 
students to apply their understanding of real numbers through games, activities and/or practice questions 

Topic Site Website 

Real Number 
System 

YouTube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tC7NkH5xwBM 
 

Real Number 
System 

Desmos https://student.desmos.com/activitybuilder/student-greeting/5e7bc85
02ae9745e922106c1 

What are Real 
Numbers 

YouTube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tC7NkH5xwBM 

Classification of 
Number 

YouTube 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbPUS-0Wbv4 

Real Numbers Math is Fun  https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/real-numbers.html 

Real Number 
System Quizizz 

Quizizz 
 

https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5746f6101488d92ea25c691b/the-real
-number-system 

Classify Numbers Khan Academy  https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-eighth-grade-math/cc-8th-nu
mbers-operations/cc-8th-irrational-numbers/e/identifying-whole--inte
ger--and-rational-numbers 

 

Offline 
● Create a poster similar template below. Write 5 examples of each subset of the real number system within each 

circle on the diagram. 
Examples:  

● An example of a natural number is 3. 
● An example of a whole number is 0. 
●  An example of an integer is -5. 
● An example of a rational number is ½.  
● An example of an irrational number is pi. 

 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tC7NkH5xwBM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tC7NkH5xwBM
https://student.desmos.com/
https://student.desmos.com/activitybuilder/student-greeting/5e7bc8502ae9745e922106c1
https://student.desmos.com/activitybuilder/student-greeting/5e7bc8502ae9745e922106c1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tC7NkH5xwBM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tC7NkH5xwBM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbPUS-0Wbv4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbPUS-0Wbv4
https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/real-numbers.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/real-numbers.html
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5746f6101488d92ea25c691b/the-real-number-system
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5746f6101488d92ea25c691b/the-real-number-system
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5746f6101488d92ea25c691b/the-real-number-system
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-eighth-grade-math/cc-8th-numbers-operations/cc-8th-irrational-numbers/e/identifying-whole--integer--and-rational-numbers
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-eighth-grade-math/cc-8th-numbers-operations/cc-8th-irrational-numbers/e/identifying-whole--integer--and-rational-numbers
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-eighth-grade-math/cc-8th-numbers-operations/cc-8th-irrational-numbers/e/identifying-whole--integer--and-rational-numbers
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-eighth-grade-math/cc-8th-numbers-operations/cc-8th-irrational-numbers/e/identifying-whole--integer--and-rational-numbers

